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TAUOLA  (Monte Carlo generator for tau decay modes)
 

CPC version R. Decker, S.Jadach, M.Jezabek, J.H.Kuhn, Z. Was, 
                          Comp. Phys. Comm. 76 (1993) 361

Cleo version Alain Weinstein : http://www.cithep.caltech.edu/~ajw/korb_doc.html#files  

                          *  BaBar version 

                          *  Belle version

Aleph version B. Bloch, private communications
                                                 
Features of all versions:
    
* based on VMD, i.e.  3 scalar modes BW(V1)*BW(V2) ,  reproduces LO ChPT limit
* wrong normalization for 2 scalar modes, except 2 π,  only vector FF , no scalar FF

* not correct  low energy behaviour of the vector part for Kkπ modes  

* 3 scalar mode results are not able to reproduce experimental data

Belle ( 2π ,  K π  )  spectra, BaBar 3 meson invariant mass spectra

published



  

Hadronic currents for two and three meson decay modes 

 
Hadronic form factors are:
• Model: Resonance Chiral Lagrangian  (Chiral lagrangian with the explicit 
inclusion of resonances , G.Ecker et al., Nucl. Phys B321(1989)311)
  *  The resonance fields (Vµν, Aµνν antisymmetric tensor field ) is added by explicit way

  *  Reproduces  NLO prediction of ChPT (at least)
   * Correct high energy behaviour of form factors → relation between model parameters 
                                   
Finite numbers of parameters        (one octet: fπ , FV, GV, FA )

Modes:2π ,  K π  , KK, KK π → 88% of tau hadronic width 
      self consistent results within RChL for  TAUOLA

We will start with  τ→ π− π− π+ ντ 

Br(τ−→  ντ)/Br(τ→ hadrons ντ) = 14.1%
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                     Three pion modes: τ −> π + π − π+ ν τ 
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D. Gomez Dumm et al,    0911.4436

our fit 

missing contribution at low energy of 2 pion

Tauola 2012: Implementation + technical tests



Fit parameters α σ , βσ , γ σ , δσ , Rσ

Modification of RChL → inclusion of σ meson

 d Γ/dq2 ds1 ds2  ->   1d dimensional distributions  (s1, s2, q2)   to  fit to BaBar data
 

* σ meson is not in RChL scheme

* BW approach, the RChL current structure 

   +

= 0= 0

resonances

To smooth integrand



 Fit  results 

BaBar data   * 10 MeV/bin (twice decreased)

                              * separated  statistical and systematical errors

       2262 / 132
       
(Tauola2012)



  

Validation of results 

*  Statistical errors and correlations between model parameters

*  Convergence of the fitting procedure

* Toy MC studies to  check of behaviour near the minimum

*  Estimation of systematic uncertainties
                                  



  

Validation of results

*  Statistical errors and correlations between model parameters
                 - Hesse algorithm of Minuit package

Strong correlation > 0.95



  

Validation of results

*   
*    Convergence of the fitting procedure 
                   to verify that the found minimum is a global minimum 
                 
-   start with random scan of  210 K points
-   select 1K with the best chi2
-   from them select 20 points with maximum distance
-   use them as a start point for the full fit and apply the full fit procedure

> 50% converge to the minimum 
                     (others falls with number of parameters at their limits, 
                          converge to local minimum with higher chi2)

            Indicates that the found minimum point is a global minimum
            and the fitting procedure does not depend on an initial point

                                  



  

Validation of results

*   
*    
*   Toy MC studies to  check of behaviour near the minimum
    8 MC samples (different seeds) of 20 million generated with 
      (I) the fit parameter values ('global minimum'), i.e. difference is “statistical error”, a set “Toy” 
      (II) the set “Toy” is fitted
                (a) the starting point is the 'global' minimum
                (b) the starting point is the initial parameter values 

The results of fit are consistent, i.e. the fitting procedure is stable 

                                  



  

Validation of results

*   
*  
*

* Estimation of systematic uncertainties
            Used systematical covariance matrix from BaBar experiment to include
             the correlations between bins 
                                  



Limitations of the model

TAUOLA 2014

TAUOLA 2012



No data for π0 π0 π- !!!!

   … and will be not available in near future. 

 Difference is with the sigma meson contribution 
 fit SIGMA parameters to  π0 π0 π- BaBar data  



Blue – RChL     Red –  Cleo 

  

τ−  Κ + Κ− π− ν

First fitting results to BaBar data , fixed table for  the a1 width 
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Blue – RChL     Red –  Cleo 
some parameters on their limits …
* generalization of 3 pion fit strategy

  
               

                … common fit to π + π � π − and K+K-π− 

τ−  Κ + Κ− π− ν

First fitting results to BaBar data , fixed table for  the a1 width 



Two meson modes:

τ−  π0 π− ν

= 0 (for π0 π−)

Vector FF: D.Gomez Dumm & P. 
Roig

Fit to Belle analytical FF

s> 1.35 GeV 2

s< 1.35 GeV 2
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Two meson modes:

τ−  π0 π− ν

= 0 (for π0 π−)

Vector FF: D.Gomez Dumm & P. 
Roig

Fit to Belle analytical function

s> 1.35 GeV 2

s< 1.35 GeV 2



  

  1d projection → multi-dimentional fit for 3 pion mode
    K K π +  3 π mode fit 

  2 pion RChL current fit to Belle data
  4 pion RChL current in Tauola and fit to BaBar data

Conclusion and plans
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Belle data analysis ??

I. Nugent

tauola -bbb project  ⇒



  

tauola-bbb project Z. Was talk at Tau2014, Aachen, Germany,  September, 2014



  

tauola-bbb project
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